TAGS Day for Music Postgraduates
University of Cambridge Faculty of Music, West Road
Saturday 3 May 2008

0915  Registration (Foyer, West Road Concert Hall)

1000  Parallel Sessions

Mike Solomon (University of Florida): Stability Space and the Below-n Threshold: An Empirical Approach to Segmentation and Analysis

Patricia Kucklemann (SOAS): Al Fārābī’s definition of rhythm in his Kitāb al Musiqā al Kabīr

Emma Gallon (Lancaster): ‘Wibbly-Wobbly, Timey-Wimey’: Temporal Manipulation in Thomas Adès’s Piano Quintet

Ruth Rodrigues (Birmingham): Swing Low, Sweet Violin – Maud Powell’s Plantation Melodies

Rachel Darnley-Smith (Durham): Towards an Ontology of Clinical Improvisation in Music Therapy

Stacey Sewell (Dartington): Listening Inside Out: notes on an embodied analysis of Christof Migone’s Crackers

1130  Coffee break

1200  Parallel Sessions

Kenneth Smith (Durham): Skryabin’s ‘Dominant’ Harmonies and their Functionally Rotational Discharges

Vasili Byros (Yale): Memorising Tonality: Beethoven’s Eroica and the le-sol-fi-sol Archetype

Adam Greig (Lancaster): Tailleferre and the Pastoral: Towards an identity through topical analysis


1300  Lunch

1400  Parallel Sessions

Phil Purvis (Lancaster): Gendered gesture: exploring personal, social and cultural agendas in Francis Poulenc’s ‘Allegro malincolico’ from the Sonata for Flute and Piano

Stephanie Seah (Sussex): The Effable Musical Gesture

Ghofur Woodruff (Cambridge): Stravinsky, Greek metrics, and the pragmatic/aesthetic inverse

John Koslovsky (Eastman): The analysis of medieval polyphony in the early scholarship of Felix Salzer

Jo Buckley (Durham): A P-weighted Model: Dominant Evasion in the Classical Slow Movement

Markus Neuwirth (Leuven): Recomposed Recapitulatory Main Themes in Sonata Form Movements by Joseph Haydn

1530  Tea break

1615-1635  Student Representatives’ Planning Meeting

1645  Keynote Address: Beyond the notes: analysis and interpretation
Dr Amanda Bayley, Reader in Music, University of Wolverhampton

1900  Optional evening meal

SMA members and members of University of Cambridge: FREE — Non-members: £20/£10 (students) including SMA membership for 2008. A limited number of bursaries of up to £40 are available to assist with travel expenses for current student members of the Society; please contact Ed Venn (e.venn@lancaster.ac.uk) for more details. Please register your intention to attend the conference and optional dinner with any accommodation enquiries to Elizabeth Bowers (eb289@cam.ac.uk) no later than 18 April.